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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Administration and configuration functionality is available in
the SAP Fiori Client Ul. Determine whether this statement is
true or false.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given the source code for an AWS Lambda function in the local
store.py containing a handler function called get_store and the
following AWS CloudFormation template:
What should be done to prepare the template so that it can be
deployed using the AWS CLI command aws cloudformation deploy?
A. Use aws cloudformation package to upload the source code to
an Amazon S3 bucket and produce a modified CloudFormation
template.
B. Use aws cloudformation compile to base64 encode and embed
the source file into a modified CloudFormation template.
C. Use aws serverless create-package to embed the source file
directly into the existing CloudFormation template.
D. Use aws lambda zip to package the source file together with
the CloudFormation template and deploy the resulting zip
archive.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/cloudformation
/package.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements are true about the logical storage
structure of an Oracle database?
(Choose two.)
A. An extent contains data blocks that are always physically
contiguous on disk.
B. An extent can span multiple segments.
C. A data block is the smallest unit of I/O in data files.
D. It is possible to have tablespaces of different block sizes.

E. Each data block always corresponds to one operating system
block.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
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